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Home Buildings Austrian Green Building Star

Austrian Green Building Star

Globally applicable quality criteria for energy-efficient and sustainable building based on the Austrian klimaaktiv building
standard.

Energy efficiency,

Health and user comfort,

Avoidance of environmentally harmful construction material, and

High construction quality.

Where the basic criteria are complied with, the building is a very comfortable and environmentally optimised nearly zero-energy

building and receives four stars of the Austrian Green Building Star system.

Five stars can be obtained if, in addition, the building also complies with the passive house standard.

Six stars are granted if the building has a neutral or even a positive energy balance.

Austria's achievements in the field of sustainable and energy-efficient building are

acknowledged across the world. Initiatives like the climate protection initiative

"klimaaktiv" of the Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, Environment and Water

Management and research programmes like "Haus der Zukunft“ ("House of the

Future") of the Federal Ministry of Transport, Innovation and Technology have been

playing a major role in this development of the construction sector. Austrian know-how

is in demand all over the world.

 

With the new certification system Austrian Green Building Star Austrian quality in the

field of sustainable building is now presented on an international scale. The certificate

has been jointly developed by the BMLFUW and the BMVIT and is marketed on a

global scale via the Board of Foreign Trade of the Austrian Federal Economic

Chamber. The certificate is granted to energy-efficient and sustainable buildings

abroad which are constructed with Austrian participation.

 

Globally applicable criteria
 

Based on the klimaaktiv building standard of the BMLFUW globally applicable quality criteria for energy-efficient and sustainable

building have been developed. The scheme is implemented with simple and, above all, transparent means. The Austrian Building

Star focuses on

 
klimaaktiv building standard as a basis
 

The klimaaktiv building standard is Austria's very special rating system for the sustainability of buildings and the involved climate

change mitigation efforts. It defines Europe's most stringent, and at the same time most cost-effective, requirements on energy

efficiency: Already now even the 'basic' rating at the national level requires the thermal performance and energy use that the building

code will from 2021 onward provide for as a mandatory requirement for the construction of new and the refurbishment of existing

residential and non-residential buildings ("nearly zero-energy buildings").

 

In a comparison with other rating systems for buildings, buildings complying with the klimaaktiv building standard contribute most

reliably to climate change mitigation. The set of criteria is openly and freely accessible and the quality of the buildings is traceable

and transparent.

 

Austrian Green Building Star
 

The rating of the certification system "Austrian Green Building Star” provides for 4 to 6 stars:

With these targets, the Austrian Green Building Star communicates a clear message: Austria's engineers and construction

companies are able to meet highest demands on the energy efficiency and sustainability of buildings across the world. Austrian

Green Building Stars are awarded solely to buildings abroad in which Austrian planning and architecture firms, construction

materials manufacturers, construction companies or investors have made a major contribution to planning and implementation.

 

With the Austrian Green Building Star, the Ministries involved and the Austrian Economic Chamber want to offer these enterprises

and engineering firms a high-quality and transparent umbrella brand which enables them to communicate their achievements all over

the world.
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